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The striking result of the past year· in the high-energy 

phYsics was the first observation of the nuclear shadowing in the 
neutrino-nucleus interactions at small 0' by BEBC WA59 

Collaboration'·•. It has been predicted long ago in the pioneering 
paper' by Bell, who started from the Adler relation• (AR) 

connecting the neutrino and pion interactions. These ideas 
stimulated investigations•·• of photonuclear reactions, which have 
confirmed the shadowing of photon interactions. Though the 

detection of the axial current shadowing is last but not least. We 

discuss here some peculiarities of the rich pattern of the small 
Q

2 neutrino-nucleus interaction and present an adequate 
quantitative description. 

our principal observation is the followingc The nuclear 

shadowing of axial current interaction has an origin quite 

distinct from that of the vector one. The latter comes from 
the vector meson dominance, and the energy scale for saturation of 
shadowing is determined by p-meson mass and is high: 2v/ (Q'+mf,)>>A., 

where -0' and v are the four-momentum squared and the energy or 
the hadronic fluctuation, A. is the absorbtive length in nuclear 

medium.on the contrary, the axial current is characterized by 

early onset of nuclear screening at energies, determined by pion 

mass rather than mass of the axial-vector meson. This has been 
shown first by Bell' within his optical model, and it can be 

deduced immediately from the AR. This cannot be interpreted in the 

spirit of the pion dominance because pion spontaneous emission by 

neutrino in the vacuum is forbidden hY the transversiali ty of 
lepton current7

'
0

• Neutrino can only emit heavy hadronic 

fluctuation for a much shorter time interval. Thus, at first 
sight, at low energy the nuclear shadowing seems to disappear, 

i.e. the AR for vA scattering should be strongly violated. This 

conclusion ·doesn't depend on the pion mass. on the other hand, in 

the chiral limit", when pion is a true Golstone particle, the AR 

is exact for nuclear targets too. 
The key to this puzzle is the following: the time of life of 

hadronic fluctuation is enlarged dramatically inside the nuclear 

matter due to interaction of neutrino with a medium and 

di!!ractive production of pions. Bell7 has found an early nuclear 

• shadowing within his optical model. We demonstrate this in the 
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generalized Glauber-Gribov"·'o theory and obtain more elaborate 
and accurate formulae, compared to given by the Bell's optical 
model, used in Refs.1 ,2. Two approaches differ considerably in the 
intermediate energy region, whereas both coincide at high energies 
if only pion is taken as an intermediate state. The latter is 
trivial as the answer is given simply by the AR for the 
neutrino-nucleus total cross section. The inclusion of other 
possible intermediate states results in visible deviation from the 
optical model predictions at high energies. 

Let us start with contributions to the neutrino-nucleus total 
cross section originating from the graphe shown in f1g.1 . We 
consider the elastic scattering, bearing in mind the optical 

a b 

Fig.l. The lowest order graphs containing diffractive 
production of pion by axial-current. 

theorem. F1g.1a corresponds to the elastic scattering of weak 
axial curTent9 j 4 , on a bound nucleon. It is not screened by 
nucleus, due to smallness of j

4
-N cross section and produces a 

volume effect 

( 1 ) 

The contribution shown in f1g.1b is the first inelastic 
correction which is generated bY the diffractive transition 
vN·l~. It equals to (compare with ref.'2

) 

exp[-f~(b,Z2 ,Z,)l. (2) 

Here b,Z are the iliipact parameter and the longitudinal coordinate; 
p(b,Z) is the nuclear density; T(b,Z

2
,Z,)=f:'dzp(b,z), T(ii,-,ro) 

2 

is the nucleus profile function; f"" and f'" are the imaginary 
parts of ~~ and of vN•l~ forward scattering amplitudes (the 
normalization a ,=2Imf(O) is used); q"=<o'+~)/2v is longitudinal to. L --"11,. 
momentum transferred to tbe nucleon. 
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Fig.2. Cross section per nucleon, A.rr!A, as a function 

of the energy transfe'r V, vs the four-momentum transfer squared 

Q
2 

The full curves are the predictions 

Glauber-Gribov theory. The dashed lines 

based on 

demonstrate 

the 

the 

contribution of the graphs shown in fig.l. The dotted lines are 

the predictions derived from the Bell's optical model. 

It is instructive to demonstrate the cancellation or 
volume terms in the high-energy limit or q~~ a. In this 
integrals in (2) are computed explicitly 

If I~ 

'" 
where 

o,o, ('><A) = 2Jd
2 b l1-exp[~,0, {'<!I)T("G,-,.,l] J · 

the 
case 

(3) 

Now, it is time is ripe for AR enter the game: written in the 
form atot(vN)II!jon;lz=Otot('7tN)/!!'It'K:l

2
• it provides the cancellation 

of the volume terms in the sum of expressions: (1) .and (2). 
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The degree of nuclear shadowing of the neutrino interactions 
is demonstrated 1n f1g.2. The value of A.u = atot (vA)/0

101 
(vN) 

for nucleus Ne is computed in accordance with eqs. (1 ), (2) using 
nuclear density 1n the Woods-Saxon form. one sees that the larger 
is Q' the later on saturation of shadowing comes. 

Let us compare the present app~ach with the Bell's optical 
model (01!). The equation"·' for the amplitude of the virtual 
hadron wave propagating through the nuclear matter, can be solved 
explicitly, resulting in following· expression for the cross 
section 

00 • ' 

= zr," fd'b'fd.z,p(b',z, lfd.z,p(b',z,) 
-(r,) -co 

q~ expl-f~(b ,z, ,z,)) 

q~- if~(b',z,) 

r' 
+ ....!.:!"a ('II:A). (4) f2 tot 

""" Numerical results are plotted in f1g.2 by the dotted line. 
Comparison with the previous calculation shows that optical model 
underestimates considerably nuclear opacity for neutrinos at 
intermediate energies. 

There are some other inelastic corrections as well. Some 
examples shown in f1g.3 are connected with the possibility of the 

a b c 
Fig.3. The graphs taking into account the pion 

diffraction diseociation in th,;, interrnediate etate. 

neutrino diffraction dissociation, i.e. the process vN-+lXN. It is 
interesting that volume terms corresponding to these graphs cancel 
each other. The rest can be written in the form 

00 2 

' expl -f""T (b, -,oo) lfd.z,p(b ,z, lfd.z,p (b,z,) 
-00 -a) 

00 

r do (1i:N)] x 

L •• expl-iq (Z -z ) l 
~dt l<=O L S 2. 

(5) 

Here do (1<N)/d!fdt 1 is the forward diffraction dissociation .,D t=o 
cross section; we put fxx=f~ for the sake of simplicity; the 
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Fig.4. Neon/deuterium ratios of cross sections per nucleon, 

A.rr/A, with x below 0.2 and Q
2 

below 0.2 {GeV/c)
2 

shown as a 
function of the energy trasfer V. The curve is a prediction of·the 
Glauber-Gribov theory. 

energy transferred, v, is taken high enough in order to neglect 
q~. Note that expression (5) coincides with the · first inelastic 
correction" to a,., (1<!) up to a factor of t;,!f~. It can be 
shown that consideration of all possible intermediate states in vA 
scattering is equivalent to summation to all orders of inelastic 
corrections to a,o, (.:A) included in AR. This statement is a 
trivial consequence of AR in the asymptotics but it is true at any 
energy. Analogous conclusion was proved for the vector current in 
Ref.13. 

To estlmate correction (5) we have used the resuits of 
phenomenological fit'• to the experimental data on dG00 (~)/dM'dt 
in the resonance energy-range, supplemented by the triple-Regge 
tail. The solid and dashed curves in fig. 2 show the shadowing 
factor A.,l A calculated with this correction and without it. 



In order to compare the calcUlations with the experimental 
data' shown 1n !1g.4, we added 1n a contribution of the vector 
current, and averaged both over the range 0<Q2 <0.2(GeV/c) 2

• A good 
agreement is observed. 

I wish to acknowledge the WA59 experimental group, especially 
W.Venus, for piquing my interest 1n this subject. and E.M.Levin, 
N.N.Nikolaev, B.M.Pontecorvo. B.G.Zakharov for helpful 
d1scussions. 
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